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Abstract. Infrastructure is undoubtedly a key resource for people engaged in 
technologically-mediated nomadicity. Tech-Nomads rely on technological infrastructure 
components, such as Wi-Fi availability, to mobilise their workplaces and effectively 
accomplish their productive activities. In this paper, we introduce findings from an 
investigation focusing on how technological infrastructures are re-instantiated according 
to emerging demands. We focus particularly on the European Social Forum (ESF) (an 
activists’ platform) and the problems faced by the members of this network in mobilising 
its infrastructure, stressing findings from the literature about the importance of making 
infrastructure visible for nomadic practices, which have not yet been sufficiently explored. 
We suggest that infrastructure (re-) design methods would be a relevant resource for 
Tech-Nomads engaged in activities such as the ones from ESF. 
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1 Introduction 
Discussions on the relevance of infrastructure for people engaged in 
technologically-mediated nomadic practices, also known as Tech-Nomads (de 
Carvalho, 2014), have already been introduced in the literature. For instance, 
studies such as the ones by Humphry (2014), Liegl (2014), Rossitto et al. (2014) 
and de Carvalho et al. (2017) touch on important issues regarding infrastructure, 
as briefly discussed ahead in the related work. A deeper account of these issues is 
provided by Mark and Su (2010), who draw on Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) notion 
of infrastructure to discuss how important is to make infrastructure visible for 
nomadic workers, contrasting with Weiser’s views on the relevance of invisible 
infrastructure for effective ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991). 

This paper elaborates on findings concerning the role of technological 
infrastructure for members of communities of social activists. We focus on 
European Social Forum (ESF) (an activists’ platform), the characteristics of its 
human and technological infrastructures, and the challenges to maintain and 
instantiate such infrastructure as the community goes on to engage nomadic 
practices. In particular, we discuss the infrastructural challenges to make an ESF 
conference happen. 

We highlight how infrastructure development is a key notion for nomadic 
cultures. In particular, we draw attention to the fact that infra-structure (re-) 
design methods can be a relevant resource for Tech-Nomads engaging in activities 
such as those reported in this paper. 

2 Related Work 
The making of nomadicity is directly related to the notion of place making, which 
is in turn intrinsically connected to issues of infrastructure (de Carvalho et al., 
2011; Rossitto, 2009). Indeed, information technologies, artefacts and tools have 
become an important repertoire of modern ‘work infrastructures’, which comprise 
the full range of “devices, tools, technologies, standards, conventions, and 
protocols on which the individual worker or the collective rely to carry out the 
tasks and achieve the goals assigned” (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). These 
infrastructures are present globally and yet localised according to the needs of the 
work environments and work practices. 

The relevance of infrastructure to nomadicity has been widely acknowledged in 
the literature. Humphry (2014), for instance, discusses the notion of officing and 
its articulation with the concepts of connecting, configuring and synchronizing as 
a set of infrastructure demands which can contribute significantly to further 
understand contemporary nomadic practices and the rise of new cultures of 
nomadicity. Liegl (2014) draws attention to the relevance of transportation 
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infrastructure for nomadic practices, going beyond the widely explored issue of 
the role of technological infrastructure in such practices. Rossitto et al. (2014) 
elaborate on the notion of constellation of technology, discussing how different 
technological infrastructures can impact upon collaboration among Tech-Nomads 
working from different locations. De Carvalho et al. (2017) discuss how 
technological infrastructure can influence people’s motivations to engage in work 
in and across several locations. All these studies raise questions of infrastructure 
demands and do contribute to understand how it plays a role in nomadic practices, 
however, none of them goes deeper in discussing such impacts or what answers 
such demands would require. A notable exception is the work by Mark and Su 
(2010). 

Mark and Su (2010) draw attention to the fact that Tech-Nomads are constantly 
in unknown environments, meaning that they do not actually know what such 
environments have to offer them in terms of infrastructure. The authors discuss 
how important is to make infrastructure visible to nomadic workers, so that they 
can actually find the relevant resources to accomplish their productive activities. 
The authors suggest developing local knowledge and sharing it within 
communities of practices for nomadic workers as a way to respond to 
infrastructure demands emerging from the engagement with nomadicity. 
However, the authors do not detail the characteristics of such infrastructures. We 
introduce these characteristics in this paper, based on findings from a study on 
nomadic practices in a community of social activists. 

3 Infrastructure and Nomadic Practices of Social 
Activist Communities 

Drawing on the findings from a thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2012) 
carried out on ethnographic data and referring back to Star and Bowker’s (2002) 
views on infrastructure, we describe the human and technological infrastructures 
concerning the activities of an activist network using a set of eight technological 
and social characteristics. These characteristics define a relation between 
technologies and their users/usages, which results ultimately in an ‘infrastructure’. 
Our findings come mostly from the interviews and observations carried out during 
the organization of two ESF events dated from 2008 and 2010 – see Saeed et al. 
(2010) for details on the study.  

The nomadic practices of the studied community are translated in the 
organization of their main event in different countries. ESF is a central event for 
European activists and organizations participating in anti-globalization social 
movements, held in different locations. This means that every time an event 
happens, the community must mobilise the event infrastructure to a new location 
(Saeed et al., 2011). Our findings suggest that this mobilisation is, in a way, 
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similar to the mobilisation of the workplace discussed by de Carvalho (2014), 
which is a defining criterion of technologically-mediated nomadicity. 

3.1 Nomadic cultures and the seven characteristics of 
infrastructure 

In summary, our findings suggest that technological infrastructure in communities 
of social activist can be described by the seven characteristics of infrastructure 
(Star and Ruhleder, 1996): embeddedness, transparency, reach or scope, learned 
as part of membership, linked with conventions of practice, embodiment of 
standards/plugged in other infrastructures, building on installed base and visible 
on breakdown. Most of these characteristics are discussed by Mark and Su (2010), 
although not in the same terms and definitely not in the necessary depth. 

In terms of embeddedness, our findings suggest information exchange on 
collaborative websites, a component of the technological infrastructure, may lead 
to cooperative outcomes like planning for a joint activity, political campaigning 
etc. Regarding transparency, the findings suggest that infrastructure invisibly 
supports tasks without the need to be assembled or reinvented for each task. As 
for reach or scope, our findings support the idea that infrastructures have a spatial 
and/or temporal reach. Since the general tasks concerned with organizing ESF 
events remained the same, sometimes the same websites were reused, extended or 
re-developed with almost the same set of functionality. In terms of learned as part 
of membership/taken-for-grantedness, it became evident that activists working on 
the ESF would expect things like a website for each event where they could 
propose activities and find information about the event and would take for granted 
the work to bring this website alive. Concerning linked with conventions of 
practice, we have seen that infrastructures shape and are shaped by conventions of 
practice. In regard to embodiment of standards/plugged in other infrastructures, 
the findings show that several components of the ESF technological infrastructure 
includes other infrastructures, e.g. content management systems, databases, etc. In 
terms of building on installed base, we have seen how things like the Internet and 
the World Wide Web serve as construction sites for the technological 
infrastructure used by the participants. Finally, visible on breakdown refers to the 
fact that the infrastructure usually becomes visible when it is not found or does 
not work. 

By using such understanding as an analytical focus, it becomes easier to look at 
even very heterogeneous ecosystems of people, technologies and usages, and it 
also becomes easier to acknowledge activities that do not create usages directly 
but help to make usages possible. 
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3.2 Fostering social activist communities nomadic culture 

The results of our analysis show that the work in activist networks is quite 
peculiar. Sometimes there is neither a continuous work practice nor are there 
resources that would support updating and managing the necessary technological 
infrastructures. Furthermore, due to the discrete nature of work practices, activist 
networks have high and low points of participation and only in times of high 
participation is the need for technological infrastructure primary. Maybe it is not 
needed further until the next high point of interest. The maintenance during these 
low points of interest is quite complex as not many people are taking care of this 
infrastructure. It may disappear and at the next point of high demand localization 
may require development of information infrastructure from scratch. Mark and Su 
(Mark and Su, 2010) argues that this non-routine element is characteristic of 
nomadicity.  

As a result, such networks end up having to find out the available ‘global’ 
infrastructure of online tools and by negotiating their usages against the backdrop 
of an international setting. This infrastructure localisation process may be 
influenced by choices and preferences of developing volunteers instead of solely 
facilitating organizational needs. Similarly, repeated localisation efforts hamper 
the maturity of IT artefacts, because new (unstable) artefacts emerge frequently.  

The maintenance of the human infrastructure, which is responsible to maintain 
the technological infrastructure is also quite challenging within such communities. 
The volunteers are backbone of social activist organisations and, as such, the 
human infrastructure is subject to constant changes. This requires a further layer 
of work to keep track of who is doing what for the community, as volunteers 
might be unable to engage in some of the community activities due to other 
commitments (Saeed et al., 2010). Again, this refers back to what Mark and Su 
(2010) calls the interplay of technical, physical and human infrastructure, in 
allusion to the embeddedness of the technical infrastructure within other social 
arrangements, which can affect nomadic practices. Supporting an effective 
interplay between these infrastructures would be key for fostering the 
development of stronger and, to some extent, more stable nomadic cultures. 

4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we tried to highlight the challenges in maintaining sustainable 
human and technological infrastructures for nomadic practices of social activist 
communities. We focused especially on problems faced in finding the relevant 
components of human and technological infrastructures of the community at the 
time of need. For that we introduced findings from a long-term study of the 
localisation of infrastructure in the European Social Forum (ESF) and articulate 
their connections with Susan Leigh Star’s considerations of ‘infrastructure’ (Star 
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and Bowker, 2002; Star and Ruhleder, 1996) and Mark and Su’s (2010) findings 
on the relevance of making infrastructure visible for people engaged in nomadic 
practices. We argue that, in order to foster and sustain nomadic cultures it is 
extremely relevant to pay attention to the issues of infrastructure. Furthermore, we 
argue that elaborating design methods to support the re-instantiation of such 
community infrastructures is a potential support for such nomadic culture. This is 
a potential new direction for research on technologically-mediated nomadicity and 
the nomadic cultures emerging from the popularisation of such practices, which 
we want to pursue. 
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